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Abstract. Mobile app stores like Apple’s AppStore or Google’s Play-
Store are highly competitive markets for third-party developers want-
ing to develop successful applications. During the development process,
many developers focus on the multitude of product functions but neglect
the business model as an equally important part. As a result, developers
often fail to meet customer needs, leading to unnecessary development
costs and poor market penetration. This, in turn, raises the question of
how we intertwine the business model and product functions during the
development process to ensure a better alignment between the two.

In this paper, we show this intertwined development by adapting the con-
cept of Twin Peaks to the business model and product functions. Based
on feature modeling as an abstraction layer, we introduce the concept of
a Business Model Decision Line (BMDL) to structure the business model
decisions and their relation to product functions structured in a Software
Product Line (SPL). The basis of our feature models is the analysis of
top listed applications in the app stores of Apple and Google. To create
and modify both models, we provide an incremental feature structuring
and iterative feature selection process. This combination of abstraction
layer and development process supports third-party developers to build
successful applications both from a business and a product perspective.

Keywords: Intertwined Development · Twin Peaks · Feature Model ·
Business Model · Product Functions

1 Introduction

Mobile app stores are highly competitive markets for third-party developers.
The analytics company AppAnnie [2] reports for 2018 that 194 billion apps are
just downloaded from Apple’s AppStore and Google’s PlayStore which lead to
revenues of $101 billion for paid apps and in-app purchases. Over 70% of this
revenue is paid out to the third-party developers. With additional revenue from
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transactions outside the store and advertisements, the monetarization poten-
tial becomes even larger. In contrast to that, there are over 2 million apps in
these stores and the average end-user uses less than 40 of them within a month.
Moreover, Gartner [6] has predicted that in 2018 less than 0.01% apps would
becoming financially successful, while 90% of the applications are downloaded
less than 500 times (study not validated until September 2019). In order to de-
velop a successful app, developers must consider both the business model and
product functions [3]. For this intertwined development, a common abstraction
layer is required, which is researched less due to the different application areas
of business and product modeling.

Software Product 
Line (SPL)

Business Model 
Decision Line (BMDL)
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Intertwined Development

Fig. 1. Twin Peaks of BMDL-based Business Model and SPL-based Product Functions

In this paper, we show this intertwined development by adapting the concept
of Tweak Peaks, which originally “intertwines software requirements and archi-
tectures to achieve incremental development and speedy delivery” [21]. Instead
of the software requirements and the architectures, we intertwine the develop-
ment of the business model and product functions, as seen in Fig. 1, by defining a
structure and a development process. To abstract the business model and prod-
uct functions due to the separation of concerns, we are using feature models as a
structure. The corresponding development process is twofold: At the beginning,
we create an initial structure using Incremental Development. After that, we
update the structure with an Iterative Development based on customer needs.

The feature modeling of product functions can be done with the existing
concept of a Software Product Line (SPL) which is a “set of software-intensive
systems sharing a common, managed set of features that satisfy the specific needs
of a particular market segment or mission and that are developed from a common
set of core assets in a prescribed way” [4]. We adopt the concept of SPL to the
structuring of the business model by creating a Business Model Decision Line
(BMDL), where each feature represents a business model decision. The structure
of the BMDL is based on the nine building blocks (Customer Segments, Value
Proposition, Channels, Customer Relationships, Key Activities, Key Resources,
Key Partners, Revenue Streams, Cost Structure) of the widely-adopted Business
Model Canvas [22] and is refined with a domain engineering of literature and
top listed mobile applications. The domain engineering provides an initial set of
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features which can be extended by the third-party developer for his applications.
We show the validity of our approach by providing concrete instances of our
BMDL and SPL together with the development process based on a case study
of streaming applications.

In the following, Section 2 describes our research approach to derive the
BMDL and SPL. Section 3 shows both feature models by focussing on the BMDL
as a new concept. The validity of both feature models is shown on concrete
examples of streaming applications in Section 4. After that, in Section 5, we
introduce the intertwined development based on Twin Peaks. Section 6 considers
the related work. Finally, we give a conclusion in Section 7.

2 Research Approach

In the paper, we show the development of the business model and product func-
tions based on feature models as an abstraction layer. For the feature models,
we need to perform a domain engineering to collect the main features of mobile
applications. This initial comprehensive set of features can be extended by the
third-party developer to customize the feature models for his applications.

For domain engineering, we are using a 3-step extraction method based on a
taxonomy development method by Nickerson et al. [20]. The method of Nicker-
son can be used to classify objects based on their common characteristics. We
model each business model decision and product function as a characteristic of
a mobile application. To use the method, we need to define meta-characteristics
and ending conditions together with empirical-to-conceptual and conceptional-
to-empirical iteration steps. The meta-characteristics are the most comprehen-
sive characteristics that can be used as the basis for the choices in the taxonomy.
Based on this meta-characteristics, we are running combinations of empirical-
to-conceptional and conceptual-to-empirical iterations. After each iteration, the
taxonomy is checked against objective and subjective ending conditions. While
this section just briefly introduces the research approach, the intermediate re-
sults can be looked up in our technical report [9].

The creation process of the feature models consists of the initialization of the
process, followed by three execution steps and ends with deriving of the feature
models and the creation of the dependencies between them.

At the beginning of the process, we need to define the overall meta-cha-
racteristics together with the ending conditions. To model the business model
decisions we are using the nine building blocks of the Business Model Canvas [22]
as the most-comprehensive characteristics. We refine these blocks by the cate-
gories of the book Business Model Generation [22] to support the information
extraction process. The objective ending conditions are the examination of all
selected applications and papers for the corresponding execution step. As sub-
jective conditions, we want to create an appropriate and cross-application usable
model that can be easily extended by the third-party developer.

1. Study Existing Material: In the first step, we get an overview of different
types of apps and their business models. Within the conceptual-to-empirical
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iteration, we analyze selected literature [5,7,10,15,18,19,23,26] from a liter-
ature search by Jazayeri et al. [13]. In the empirical-to-conceptual iteration,
we look at the information of 150 apps1 from the top lists of mobile ecosys-
tems. Based on our updated taxonomy and different app categories, we select
a comprehensive subset of the 150 applications to conduct a deeper analysis.

2. Analyse Existing Applications: In the second step, we conduct a deeper
analysis of the product functions of the selected apps and their business
model. In the conceptual-to-empirical iteration, we analyze business model
decisions and product functions based on literature (e.g. analyses, news
articles), which we obtain using Google Search. Within the empirical-to-
conceptual iteration, we execute the apps and analyze their business model.

3. Abstract Existing Features: In the third step, we abstract the business
model decisions and product functions to create a domain model for our
taxonomy. This abstraction is especially relevant for the value propositions,
which depend highly on the respective product functions. Moreover, we refine
the naming and granularity of the features.

At the end of the process, we derive the feature models of the business model
decisions and the product functions. Based on that, we create dependencies be-
tween these models. The result of the process is the BMDL and the corresponding
SPL for the domain of mobile applications.

3 Business Model and Product Functions

In this section, we present the Business Model Decision Line (BMDL) together
with the Software Product Line (SPL). While the construction and feature anal-
ysis for SPLs is well-studied in the literature [27], we focus on the BMDL. Based
on the concept of Domain Engineering [27], we create a generic feature model for
the construction of different business models. The model is based on an extrac-
tive product line approach, which is flexible enough to add new business model
decisions in a reactive way [14].

For both feature models, we are using basic methods of hierarchical feature
modeling (see Fig. 4 for a legend). Features can be mandatory or optional for
the model instances. Moreover, there can be Or (at least one sub-feature is se-
lected) and Alternate (exactly one sub-feature is selected) relationships between
a parent and a child feature. To refine the model instance, cross-tree constraints
for requiring and excluding dependencies can be made.

3.1 Business Model Decision Line

In this section, we present the Business Model Decision Line as the result of
our analysis. In the beginning, we present the business model decisions by using
the Business Model Canvas. After describing the translation from the canvas
representation to a feature model, we describe important dependencies inside
the feature model.
1 Top 25 in Free, Paid and Grossing for Apple’s App Store and Google Play Store
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Canvas Representation The canvas representation of the business model de-
cisions can be seen in Fig. 2. As a structure, we are using the Business Model
Canvas, which consists of nine building blocks. Due to the impact to the cus-
tomer needs, we are focusing on the Value Propositions, Customer Segments,
Customer Relationships, Channels and Revenue Streams in this paper. Never-
theless, the Key Partners, Key Activities, Key Resources and Cost Structures
are described in our technical report [9].

Value Propositions

- Accessibility
- Customization
- Design / Usability
- Price
- Network 

Customer 
Relationships

- Customer 
Aquisition
- Customer 
Retention
- Boosting Sales

Channels

- Awareness
- Evaluation
- Purchase
- Delivery
- After Sales

Customer Segments

- Interaction Type
- Market Size
- Target Group
- User Type

Key Activities

- Develop Hard- & 
Software
- Negotiate Licenses
- Manage Infrastruct.
- Produce Content
- Plan Marketing Cam.
- Support Customer

Key Resources

- Algorithms
- Brands
- Content
- Developer License
- Infrastructure
- Patents

Key Partners

- Advertisement 
Partner
- App Developer
- Content Provider
- Infrastructure     
Provider
- Manufacturing 
Provider
- Payment Provider
- Store Provider

Revenue Streams

- Advertisement                  - Sale
- Brokerage                         - Subscription
- Donation

Cost Structures

 - Development                         - Marketing   
 - Infrastructure                         - Production
 - Licenses                                - Support

Fig. 2. Business Model Decisions for the Third-Party Developer

The Value Propositions are the promise of the third-party developer to a
certain customer segment. Here, the Accessibility relates to the access strategy
of the app which can be for example anonymous access, the simplified usage
of single-sign-on services or the accessibility from different devices. To get a
personalized experience the developer can use the concept of Customization.
Examples of this customization are the usage of personalized recommendations
or changeable user interfaces [18]. This user interfaces is also important for the
Design / Usability decisions. To propose good usability, the developer can reduce
the execution steps or use design patterns from existing applications. Part of the
value proposition can also be a Price promise. Examples here are a low-price
strategy [10] or a money-back guarantee. The last point is the Network aspect,
which plays a role if multiple customers are connected through an application.
Here, the quantity and quality of other customers can be proposed.

The Customer Segments are a distinct customer group which a developer
wants to reach in the mobile app store. The Interaction Type describes the
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interaction of a customer with other customers of the app. A customer can use
the app only himself (called Single-User), interacting with the same type of
customer (called Single-Sided-Market) or with customers of another type (called
Multi-Sided-Market). Moreover, the Market-Size of a customer segment can be
classified as a Niche- or a Mass-Market. Another point in the customer segment is
the Target Group. The target group can be described by different characteristics
like gender (e.g. Male), interests (e.g. Gamer) or relationship (e.g. Singles). The
last point, we found out, is the User Type which relates to the decision if the
customer is a private or professional one.

The Customer Relationships are relationships the developer wants to es-
tablish and maintain with each customer. The first step is the establishment of a
relationship called Customer Aquisition. Examples of this acquisition step are the
usage of advertisements or the implementing of a friend invitation system. After
this step, the relationship is maintained within the Customer Retention. For the
retention features like Locked-In [7], gamification or good customer support can
be provided. To increase the revenue from existing customers there can be Sales
Boosting techniques implemented. An example is the usage of Forced-Stops in
games when the customer is not willing to spend money.

Inside the Channels the different phases of the value creation process are
described. The Awareness is the first step to attract attention to their own
application. Examples for the attraction are distribution via Word-Of-Mouth or
a good store placement [10]. After creating this attraction, the customer needs
an Evaluation of the benefits of the application. Here, the developer can use
a Freemium model [19] or improve the rating and reviews in the store. This
step is followed by the Purchase and Delivery of the applications. Depending
on the mobile ecosystem, the payment for and the download of the application
can be provided within the ecosystem or via an external system. The last step is
called After Sales, where the customer receives value after the purchase process.
Examples here are regular application and content updates.

Within the Revenue Streams different types of income can be generated.
The most common way of generating income is the placing of Advertisements in-
side the app for example with In-App-Ads [19]. Moreover, the developer can also
provide a Brokerage service between different customers and receives a transac-
tion fee. In non-commercial applications sometimes also the Donation for the
service is possible. Another possible option is the one-time Sale of the app or
the usage of In-App-Payments for additional functions. To generate recurring
revenue the developer can also use a Subscription model.

Feature Representation The canvas representation can be translated directly
to the feature representation as seen in Fig. 3. After the translation of the model,
the mandatory features have to be chosen. From the developer perspective, only
the development of the application and the publishing and, if needed, the access
to infrastructure, are mandatory. From a business perspective, there should be
at least sales and marketing be considered. For sales, there should be at least
one Revenue Stream and, if needed, the corresponding Channel to Purchase
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used. For marketing, there should be strategies for Customer Aquisition and
Customer Retention chosen, which can lead to marketing costs. The rest of the
mandatory features, especially the Value Propositions, depend highly on the
specific application.

Revenue Streams

- Advertisement
- Brokerage
- Donation
- Sale
- Subscription

Revenue Streams

Advertisement

Brokerage

Donation

Sale

Subscription

Canvas Representation Feature Representation

Fig. 3. Canvas Representation vs. Feature Representation

Dependency Management The structure of the BMDL can be refined by
using dependencies. These dependencies can be divided into mandatory and
optional dependencies.

Revenue Streams

Advertisement Sale Subscription

Business Model

Value Propositions

Price

Cancel 
Anytime

Money-Back 
Gurantee

excludes

requires

requires

requires {XOR}

Legend:

Personalized Ads App Membership

Mandatory

Optional

Or

Alternative (Xor)

Requiring Dependency

Excluding Dependency

  Or Dependency

  Xor Dependency

{OR}

{XOR}

Fig. 4. Feature Dependencies of the Business Model Decision Line

The mandatory dependencies are defined mostly on the third hierarchy level
of the BMDL. Here the child features of Key Activities, Key Partners and Key
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Resources require specific child features in the Cost Structures. Moreover, the
child features of Channels, Customer Relationships, Value Propositions, and
Revenue Streams require specific Customer Segments. The optional dependen-
cies, which are flexible choices of the developers, are defined mostly on the fourth
and lower levels of the hierarchy.

An example of the dependency management can be seen in Fig. 4. Here, the
usage of Personalized Ads and a Membership are excluded from each other and
the Value Proposition to Cancel Anytime requires a Membership. Moreover, for
a Money-Back Guarantee, there has to be used at least one payment model (i.e.
Sale, Subscription).

3.2 Software Product Line

The SPL of the product functions can be seen in Fig. 5. It consists of three fea-
ture groups of General Functions (Home Screen, Settings), User (Management,
Interaction) and Item (List, Consumption, Provision).

User

Management

Interaction

Mobile Application

General Functions

Home Screen

Settings

Item

List

Provision

Consumption

Fig. 5. Product Functions of Mobile Applications

The General Functions are the most common features, which are used within
an application. In our analyzed application these where a home screen with
some starting information and the settings for the application. If a customer can
register to the application and used an account, a User Management needs to be
implemented. In Single-Sided- and Multi-Sided-Markets there is often used some
kind of User Interaction. Here the different users can edit their profiles, establish
friendships with each other or send messages. In nearly every app there are some
items (e.g. Movies, Songs, Products, Weather Information) which are displayed
and processed. The Item List provides different parts to structure these items
(e.g. Categories, Search). Within the Item Comsumption it is possible to interact
with these items (e.g. Play, Comment, Rate). The last feature group is the Item
Provision where content can be provided (e.g. Create Content, Upload Videos).

4 Describing existing Mobile Applications with Feature
Modeling

To show the validity of our approach, we provide concrete instances of the BMDL
and the SPL for the streaming applications of Netflix, YouTube, and Spotify.
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For the BMDL, we focus in Table 2 on the Value Propositions (VP), Customer
Segments (CS), Channels (Ch) and Revenue Streams (RS) as the most customer-
related variability points. The instances of the Key Partners (KP), Key Activities
(KA), Key Resources (KS) and Costs Structures (Co), which contain business-
related variabilities, are described in our technical report [9]. The corresponding
instances of the SPL can be seen in Table 1.

Table 1. Describing the Streaming Apps based on the SPL

Feature Subfeature Netflix YouTube Spotify

General Home
Screen

Home Screen

General Settings Settings

User Manage-
ment

Register, Password Lost, Login, Logout

User Interaction - Profiles, Friend-
ships, Messages,
Shared Playlists

Profiles, Shared
Playlists

Item List Categories, Highlights, Search / Filter, Recommendations

Item Consump-
tion

Stream, Rate,
Download

Stream, Comment,
Like, Download

Stream, Like,
Download

Item Provision - Upload, Update,
Delete

-

5 Twin Peaks of Business Model and Product Functions

To intertwine the development of the business model and the product functions,
we are using the concept of Twin Peaks [21]. In this concept, Nuseibeh discusses
the general issue of the alignment of requirements and architecture within soft-
ware development. Instead of considering the areas separately, both areas are
developed at the same time. With this incremental development of both equally
weighted areas (i.e. Twin Peaks), Nuseibeh improves the flexibility of the devel-
opment process, which can adapt rapidly on changing requirements.

We adopt his concept by modeling the business model and product functions
as Twin Peaks and using feature modeling as an abstraction layer (see Fig. 6). To
create an initial feature model structure, we are using Incremental Development,
while further changes are adopted using Iterative Development.

The Incremental Development provides an initial structure of the business
model and product functions and consists of a Starting Step, an arbitrary number
of Refinement Steps and an Ending Step.

1. Starting Step: In the first step, we are using the feature models of our
predefined BMDL and SPL as the initial layer of our mobile application.
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Table 2. Describing the Streaming Apps based on the BMDL

Block Decision Netflix YouTube Spotify

VP Access Paid Account No Account, Free
Account, Paid Ac-
count

Free Account, Paid
Account

VP Customization Personalized Recommendations

VP Design / Us-
abillity

Responsible Design, Easy Usability

VP Price Low-Price Freemium Equal-Price-
Strategy

VP Network - Quantity of other
Market-Side, Share
Content, Connect
with other Users

Share Playlists,
Connect with
other Users

CS Interaction
Type

Single-User Multi-Sided-
Market

Single-Sided-
Market

CS Market Size Mass-Market

CS Target Group Content-Consumer Content-Creator,
Content-Consumer

Content-Consumer

CS User Type Private User

Ch Awareness Advertisement, Word-of-Mouth, Store Position

Ch Awareness - 3rd-Party-
Integration

3rd-Party-
Integration,
Distributable
Codes

Ch Evaluation Rating, Reviews

Ch Evaluation Free Month Free Month -

Ch Purchase Homepage Homepage, App Homepage, App

Ch Delivery App-Store

Ch After Sales App-Updates, Content-Updates, Push-Notifications

CR Customer
Aquisition

Single-Sign-In, Invite Friends

CR Customer Re-
tention

Content-Updates,
Self-Service

Locked-In, Self-
Service

Content-Quantity,
Self-Service

CR Boosting Sales -

RS Advertisement - Advertisement
without Account,
Advertisement
with Free Account

Advertisement
with Free Account

RS Brokerage - Money for Content
Creators

-

RS Donation -

RS Sale - Sell Movies, Lend
Movies

-

RS Subscription Subscription for
Content

Subscription for
Premium Content

Subscription for
Premium Features
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Level of
Detail

Starting Step

Software Product 
Line (SPL)

Business Model 
Decision Line (BMDL)

Intertwined Development

Refinement 
Step(s)

Ending Step

Detailed

General

Fig. 6. Incremental Development of the Twin Peaks (based on Nuseibeh [21])

2. Refinement Step(s): In every refinement step, we select the features in
the current layer of the mobile application and define a more detailed layer
of features and dependencies within and between the business model and
product functions.

3. Ending Step: In the last step, we select the features of the current layer
of the mobile application and determine the business model and product
functions.

An example of the incremental development based on streaming applications is
illustrated in Fig. 7. In the Starting Step, we are modeling the Value Propositions
(e.g. Price) and Revenue Streams (e.g. Advertisement, Subscription) as BMDL
and how they are related to the product functions for the user (e.g. Manage-
ment) and the item (e.g. Consumption, Provision) as SPL. For example, we can
decide if we want to use an Advertisement or Subscription as an income model
and notice that User Management is required for Subscription. In the Refine-
ment Step, we select the Price as Value Proposition and the Subscription model
and the required User Management. Moreover, we define new features for the
Business Model (e.g. Cancel Anytime) and Product Functions (e.g. Upgrade)
together with the creation of dependencies within and between the models (e.g.
Cancel Anytime requires Membership, Adv. Features requires Upgrade). In the
Ending Step, we choose that the user can Cancel Anytime with a corresponding
Membership model. For the product functions, the user can Register, Play and
Rate the existing items and Upload new items.

The Iterative Development provides to ability to rapidly change both mod-
els based on changing customer needs. The development can be divided into
operations of Feature Selection Change and Feature Evolvement Change.

1. Feature Selection Change: A feature selection change is an activation
and deactivation of features without changing the structure of the feature
model. The change can be made directly in the model and verified with a
consistency check. If consistency errors occur, the error needs to be resolved
by returning to the specific layer in the incremental development and repeat
the incremental development from this layer.
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Mobile 
Application

Regis-
ter

RatePlay Upload

User Item 

Manage-
ment

ProvisionConsump-
tion

Sub-
scription

Price

Business 
Model

Revenue 
Streams

Value 
Proposition

Cancel 
Anytime

Member-
ship

Ending Step: Select Features in Current Layer and Derive Business Model and Product Functions

BMDL-based Business Model SPL-based Product Functions

Meta-Models

Sub-
scription

Price

Business 
Model

Revenue 
Streams

Value 
Proposition

Cancel 
Anytime

Money-Back
Guarantee

Member-
ship

Adv. 
Features

excludes

Mobile 
Application

Regis-
ter

RatePlay Com-
ment

UploadUp-
grade

User Item 

Manage-
ment

ProvisionConsump-
tion

Sub-
scription

Advertise-
ment

Price

Business 
Model

Revenue 
Streams

Value 
Proposition

Mobile 
Application

requires

User Item 

requires

Manage-
ment

ProvisionConsump-
tion

requires

requires

requires

Starting Step: Using BMDL and SPL for the Initial Layer of the Mobile Application

requires requires

requires

requires

Legend:

Mandatory

Optional

Or

Alternative (Xor)

Requiring Dependency

Excluding Dependency

  Or Dependency

  Xor Dependency

{OR}

{XOR}

Refinement Step(s):  Select Features in Current Layer and Define New Layer with Features and Dependencies

Fig. 7. Incremental Development Process of a Streaming App
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2. Feature Evolvement Change: A feature evolvement change is adding or
deleting of features in the structure of the model. The change is done by
returning to the specific layer in the incremental development, add or delete
the specific feature and repeat the incremental development from the layer.

An example of the iterative development can be given based on the streaming
application in Fig. 7. As a Feature Selection Change, the developer could allow
the users to comment on the application. As a Feature Evolvement Change, the
developer could change his revenue stream from subscription to advertisement.
Because the advertisement feature is not evolved in the feature model, he needs
to return to the specific layer in the model (i.e. Starting Step) and starts the
incremental development again based on the current structure.

6 Related Work

Integration of Business Aspects in SPL’s McGregor [17] points out that changes
in the business case propagated directly the architecture and components of a
software product line which forces adjustments of the production and test plan.
His work is based on the idea of Svahnberg et al. [24] to integrate the business unit
into the requirements engineering process of an SPL. Ahmed et al. [1] perform an
empirical study to figure out the most important key business factors for SPLs.
Mannion and Savolainen [16] research on the aligning of business and technical
strategies by arguing of feature model granularity based on the business aspects
of Operational Excellence, Product Leadership and Customer Understanding.

Variability Modeling of Business Aspects Hyrynsalmi et al. [11] analyze the vari-
ability of revenue streams for third-party developers. Jansen et al. [12] propose
different variation points for user-focused and developer-focused features based
on app store case studies which can be interpreted as alignment between value
propositions and product functions. Xu et al. [28] research on the relations of dif-
ferent business aspects which lead to app recommendations. Sze Wan et al. [25]
analyze the value propositions of mobile messengers with a study on WeChat
and WhatsApp. In [8], we introduce a Business Variability Model (BVM) to
model the business model decisions of software ecosystems but not focus on the
connection to the product functions.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

Mobile app stores like Apple’s AppStore or Google’s PlayStore are highly com-
petitive markets for third-party developers wanting to develop successful appli-
cations. Because of the high amount of applications in these stores, the developer
needs to consider the development of the business model and product functions
both in app development. In this paper, we showed this intertwined development
of business models and product functions using the Twin Peak concept based
on feature models as an abstraction layer. The structure of the feature models
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is based on the Business Model Canvas and a domain engineering of top-listed
mobile applications. The development process is divided into incremental and
iterative development. At the beginning of the process, we used an incremental
development for the initial model, while the iterative development is used to up-
date the model based on customer needs. This combination of abstraction layer
and development process supports third-party developers to build successful ap-
plications both from a business and a product perspective.

While our current approach is made for mobile applications, it can be easily
transferred to other domains. To do this the collected information in the domain
engineering (i.e. Papers, Applications) needs to be exchanged with information
about the new domain. This exchange will change the structure of BMDL and
SPL, while the development process remains the same.

Our future work is twofold: First, we want to evaluate the structure and
development process of our approach by conducting an empirical study with
third-party developers. Second, we want to apply feature model mining to our
approach so that the BMDL and SPL can be automatically derived from exam-
ples, which simplifies the domain engineering process.
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